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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
Hello everyone
We have another great newsletter this Term! Thank you for all those who contributed.
Relief workers - it might be a good idea to check that you are still on the DoE Relief Register
(Tasmanian Government Jobs (pageuppeople.com)). Also, would be a good idea to send an
email around to let other Lab Managers know your availability (days, on-call relief/contract,
working area, contact details).
There are a few students that are currently completing their Diploma in Laboratory
Operations (south) that are keen to do some volunteer/relief work. If this interests you,
please contact Pip Craw at TasTAFE (her email is on our list).
For those of you that don't subscribe to the UK site, preproom.org you might want to have a
look at these resources: https://www.preproom.org/preproom-directory/ This section
contains 291 links to useful and informative science education websites (these links take you
to external sites which we feel are useful but have no control over. If you find a dead link,
please let us know at admin@preproom.org<mailto:admin@preproom.org>)
See you all at the TALM conference!
Thanks
Janaya Banks and Tanya Adams
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MARINE DISCOVERY CENTRE
JANAYA BANKS - COSGROVE HIGH SCHOOL
I just wanted to share a few photos of our Grade 8 classes that went along to our annual science excursion to
the Marine Discovery Centre, Woodbridge. This is my second year tagging along and I think it’s a great
experience for our students at Cosgrove. Activities for the day included a boat ride out into the channel to
collect a sea floor dredge sample. Some of our students were a little hesitant going along on the boat ride, but
absolutely loved it once they were out there. Fascinated with all the marine creepy crawlies off the sea floor.
We even spotted a seal!

Back at the centre the Grade 8’s were able to pat sharks, pick up sea stars and large hermit crabs. Some of the
activities in the centre included: scientific drawing, battle of introduced vs native sea-stars, and identifying
plankton under the microscope.
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AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION UNION
AEU
Tanya Adams (Ulverstone Secondary College)

In October it will be two years since the DoE increased the laboratory technician allocation formula.
It came 13 years after the last increase and was the result of lengthy negotiations between the
TALM, the AEU and the DoE from 2016 – 2019. Changes in work practices cited included, the
increased focus on STEM, individualised science investigations, differentiation in teaching,
implementation of year 11/12 in high schools, increase in the use of technology as well as the
increase in accountability in the areas of chemical management and risk assessment, to name a few.
It is important that the increase in allocation is taken up by schools as this is resourced directly from
the DoE at no cost to the school.
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding your school allocation or any other union
matters.
Tanya Adams
NB: A search of “Teacher Staffing 2022” in the DoE intranet will take you to the document “2022
Staffing Allocations”. Access to the laboratory technician allocation formula information is towards
the end of the document. Let me know if you need help to access. I will also send this around in a
separate email
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TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN FICTION
TAROONA HIGH SCHOOL
Random things that happen in labs when you aren’t paying attention to them. At Taroona High
School a Coke can in storage sprung a tiny leak, leaking most of its contents slowly over the course of
many months. The leaked fluid dehydrated to a sludge and the coke can then corroded shut again.
The can is unopened and weighs just 81.1g. An empty can weigh’s 15.6g! Most of that 375mL
disappeared out of one or more miniscule holes. The picture of the can upside-down is after it was
cleaned up and shows the slight ring of corrosion around the bottom and a slightly rusty looking
marks where it appears to have leaked from.
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LAB HACKS
MAGIC SPONGE TO THE RESCUE
JEMIMA COOPER – KINGS MEADOWS HIGH SCHOOL
The inevitable happened. Again. Mad splashes of black goop festooned the bench. Silence.
Disbelieving giggles and gasps. A dash for the paper towel dispenser. Scurried dabs and scrubs of the
bench. Panic as swathes of tar-coloured stains smeared surfaces in every direction. Fearful
confession. Teacher non-plussed, re-assures hapless students. Lab tech re-assures hapless teacher.
Mental note to self: prepare acid and reducing agent to battle the dark invader. Cleaner/EFA appears
on the horizon. More panic. Apology prepared. Cleaner blithely wields Magic Sponge, white and
glistening. And, here’s the rub, Magic indeed happens! Magic sponge applied to manganese dioxide
leaves none the wiser. Except the Lab tech. Wink.

PERFECT STAIN REMOVER
MEL GLEESON - OGILVIE HIGH SCHOOL
Here at Ogilvie we have devised a wonderful way of disposing glassware with super stubborn stains
in the most efficient and least time consuming way possible, leaving us much valued time to hand
out glue guns and scissors and order pipe cleaners online….
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CHEAPER CHEMICALS AND TIPS AND TRICKS
JOHN ROBERTSON – MONTROSE BAY HIGH SCHOOL
As far as stuff you can do to be cheaper, there is a chemical company out in Perth called Aus Chem
Source. Incredibly worth waiting the little extra time to get things as everything is at least 40-50%
cheaper than the main suppliers, with potassium iodide over 75% cheaper, similar with hydrogen
peroxide, so cheap elephants' toothpaste.
And for genie in a bottle for showing chemical observations, a drop of permanganate (0.1M) in
hydrogen peroxide creates a reaction that shows a precipitate, colour change, gives off heat, and
gas, and a smell (in the form of pure oxygen).
Potassium or sodium thiosulfate/metabisulfate as a 1-5 % solution in a spray bottle is great to
remove all iodine stains off almost any surface.

THE ABSOLUTE PERFECT DUST COVER
BILL HARDMAN – NEWSTEAD COLLEGE
I reckon I’ve hit upon the perfect dust cover for delicate things like balances and microscopes when
they’re set up on trolleys as ready to go class sets.
A St John Emergency Accident Blanket measures 1850 mm X 1300 mm and weighs less than 40 g.
Liberate one from someone else’s first aid kit. Use Araldite to glue a fridge magnet onto each corner.
The assembled cover will now weigh about 60 g. It’s a featherweight touch on whatever is beneath
whilst conferring complete dust and light protection. These covers will last for years*. The weights
give good drop to the sides. They also define topside (dusty) and bottom side (clean). **
*Unreal world alert! Mylar film tears if handled roughly. Teachers will not comprehend this.
** Unreal world alert! Teachers will not comprehend dusty side and clean side. Therefore, don’t let
teachers put the cover off or on. And never let the cover go into a teaching laboratory with a class.
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